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What are you really saying? 

Making a Difference 

This month's "Creative Advanced 

Communication” training provided an 

opportunity to look at ways in which we 

can become more aware of our 

communication styles and how those 

styles relate to the following core values:  

 I am kind to others and value 

individual differences including 

culture, age, religion and gender. 

 I take initiative and I am 

accountable for my own actions 

and empower others to do the 

same. 

 I take care to have a positive, 

helpful and cooperative attitude. 

Featured PROMISE Standard How We Read People 
There is no doubt that non-verbal communication is the single most powerful form of 

communication. According to UCLA professor Albert Mehrabian, 55% of what you 

convey comes from body language, 38% from the tone of your voice, and only 7% from 

the words you say.  So... how do you read between the lines? 

 Look for a lack of wrinkles around the eyes to detect a fake smile. If someone’s 

trying to look happy but really isn't, you won’t see the wrinkles. 

 Raised eyebrows are often a sign of discomfort.  If someone compliments your new 

hairstyle or outfit with their eyebrows raised, it may not be sincere. 

 If their voice goes up or down, they’re likely interested.  Whether you know it or 

not, vocal range shows interest.   

 If they mirror your body language, the conversation is probably going well.  When 

we’re feeling a connection, we automatically synchronize our body language. 

 Eye contact usually shows interest — but if someone looks into your eyes for too 

long, they might be lying.  In an attempt to avoid looking shifty-eyed, some liars 

will purposefully hold their gaze a touch too long.  

 An expansive pose signals power and a sense of achievement.  Research shows that 

even people born blind raise their arms in a “V” shape and lift their chins slightly 

when they feel triumphant. 

 Crossed legs are usually a sign of resistance and low receptivity. And while crossed 

arms typically indicate that someone is closed off, people are also more likely to 

cross their arms when it’s cold or when their chair doesn’t have armrests. 

 A clenched jaw, tightened neck, or furrowed brow signals stress and worry. 
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Reading 

Recommendations 

 
Blink: The Power of  

Thinking Without Thinking  
by Malcolm Gladwell 

 

What Every BODY  
is Saying: An Ex-FBI 

Agent’s Guide to Speed 
Reading People  
by Joe Navarro 

 
Thinking, Fast and Slow by 

Daniel Kahneman 
 

Ten Interesting Things 
About Human Behavior  

by Suzanne Davis 
Contact Us:  pedstaffdevelopment@hsc.utah.edu 
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“ W h a t  y o u  d o  s p e a k s  s o  l o u d  t h a t  I  c a n n o t  h e a r  w h a t  y o u  s a y . ”  -  R a l p h  W a l d o  E m e r s o n  

Extension Program That Opens It 

.doc MS Word 2003 or older 

.docx MS Word 2010 or newer 

.xls MS Excel 2003 or older 

.xlsx MS Excel 2010 or newer 

.pub MS Publisher 2003 or older 

.pubx MS Publisher 2010 or newer 

.ppt MS Power Point 2003 or older 

.pptx MS PowerPoint 2010 or newer 

Extension What It Probably Is 

.htm A web page 

.gif Graphic or animation 

.jpg Photograph or image 

.png Photograph or image 

.mpg Movie or animation 

.pdf Portable document file (Adobe) 

.mp3 Sound or music file 

.mp4 Movie or animation 

Tech Tip—Know Your Extensions 

Most people know that when you save a file, the computer automatically adds a period and three 

letters to the end of the name of the file.  Following are some common Microsoft file extensions you 

might see and the program that opens them.   


